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(P)ASSISTANT WANTED
Hear ye, hear ye! Micah Stromsoe Delorenzo, AKA the coolest person on campus (as 
proven by science), is in desperate need of a personal assistant. Why? Don’t worry about it. 
Interested? Read on to learn about preliminary requirements and what the job/honor entails. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

Micah is requesting that her assistant be taller than 5’4”. She says that short people make 
her nervous because they have a different vantage point than her and she doesn’t trust it. 
She has also stated that her assistant must be quote, “ferda”. We followed up with her to ask 
what this meant, but all she would say was “if they are, they’ll know”. So I suppose you’ll 
know if that applies to you. 
Her assistant must also be able to do a cartwheel. She cannot do a cartwheel but really 
wishes she could, and plans to live vicariously through said assistant. 
Finally, Micah is demanding that whoever gets the honor of waiting on her hand and foot 
can NOT self-identify as a Potterhead. She fears that just being in the near vicinity of such a 
person would cause her to break out into hives. 

Does all this sound like you? Great! Then you’re probably wondering, “What exactly would 
being an assistant mean?” To help, we’ve compiled some examples of things you will very 
likely be asked to do. 

We can almost guarantee you’ll be asked to procure an indeterminate amount of Grillo’s 
pickles. 
You’ll also likely be asked to follow Micah around and play the America’s Next Top Model 
intro music from a jukebox whenever she enters a room. She believes this would make her 
feel more powerful and that a lack of entrance music is to blame for the majority of her 
problems. 
You will also be required to feed into a lot of delusions. And we mean a lot. This girl has 
absolutely no grip on reality. 
Micah is very afraid of needles but really likes getting tattoos, so you’ll need to be there to 
hold her hand and tell her how brave she is. Having a treat ready for afterwards isn’t a bad 
idea, either. (Actually, having treats ready whenever she does anything is a good idea- the 
world is very scary, after all, and she should be rewarded for how brave she is.) 

Of course, this is just the tip of the iceberg. The job will require much more of you, (blood, 
sweat, tears, etc.) but we can promise you’ll have fun doing it and you’ll always get your 
100,000 steps for the day.
Micah cannot afford to pay you, but she will give you lots of compliments and high fives. If 
you’re a hugger, you can have hugs, too.
To apply, simply tell her you want the job. It’s that easy! 

-Written by definitely NOT Micah
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Staff “Excitement about New Scanner” Box

It’s almost Valentine’s Day and you don’t want “that guy” getting any ideas? Well call 
me Kate Hudson because today I’m here to tell you how to lose a guy in 10 days (in 7 
ways)

Wear neutral colors.
Everybody’s eyes are drawn towards the bright, exciting colors. Give him something to 
work for. Become invisible to him.

Never leave your friend’s side. 
Your pursuer is likely looking for time alone with you. Make sure this does not happen 
at ANY cost. Remain in a group, travel like a pack of animals.

Be uncontactable.
Phones, laptops, Nintendo switches all belong in the river. No river around? Repeatedly 
running over these devices should do the trick. Ditch all mobile devices. 

Move to a remote village.
With developments in technology it’s becoming increasingly hard to go completely off 
the grid. You are not safe here. Travel somewhere lame and unnotable. Plenty of options 
in Ohio.

Change your name.
This new name needs to be completely untraceable. A parent’s maiden name, a child-
hood pet’s name or the street you grew up on should do the trick.

Keep moving.
That remote Ohio village may be cozy, you may even have fallen in love with the local 
Christmas-loving lumberjack Larry but you cannot settle down. You have to keep mov-
ing, that guy is still hot on your trail.

Put on How To Lose A Guy in 10 Days.
Your follower is closing in. All is lost. But in a last stitch effort you flip on the tv, guar-
antee this movie will be on (trust me, it’s always on). Watch your foe get lost in this 
classic rom-com talkie giving you enough time to slip out to survive another day.

Hopefully after following these steps you’ll shake off any guy (or girl!) trying to hunt 
you down for nefarious reasons. It’s worked for me several times before and — hey 
who’s that behind you???

HOW TO LOSE A GUY IN 7 WAYS

-Carter Seipel, The Best

Who 
am I?


